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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
The Office of Inspector General for the City of New Orleans (OIG) continuously
monitors the City’s procurement activities and provides technical assistance and
feedback to improve procurement processes. The purpose of this review was to
determine whether the City and professional service contractors acted in
accordance with monitoring and accountability requirements outlined in
Executive Order MJL 10-05.
Effective third-party contracting requires: (1) ongoing monitoring of the
contractor’s progress while work is being performed, and (2) evaluation at the
conclusion of the project to determine whether services of acceptable quality
were provided on time and within budget. Developing standardized processes to
record, retain, and disseminate this information to future selection committees
allows the contracting entity to identify contractors who have either exceeded or
failed to meet expectations on previous projects.
Executive Order MJL 10-05, issued in May 2010, requires contract managers to
document their monitoring and evaluation activities by submitting written
reports to the City’s Procurement Office. Executive Order MJL 10-05 also
requires professional service contractors to submit post-contract disclosures to
the Procurement Office. The City’s Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) is required
to maintain this information in a central location and distribute the reports to
selection committees when a contractor is being considered for a future
procurement.
Despite these requirements, evaluators found:
•

The City and Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) did not implement a formal
system to distribute, collect, and monitor progress and evaluation forms
from contract managers.

•

The City’s professional service contractors did not submit post-contract
disclosures to the Procurement Officer.

The CPO created a post-contract evaluation form in August 2013 and provided it
to some contract managers during in-person meetings. Evaluators conducted
interviews for this review in May 2015 and found that the CPO had one
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completed post-contract evaluation form, no interim progress reports, and no
post-contract disclosures. 1 The informal manner in which the form was
implemented and distributed was likely a significant factor in the failure to meet
the standards outlined in Executive Order MJL 10-05.
Evaluators recommend that the City act in accordance with its policies by
developing formal systems to distribute and collect interim progress reports and
post-contract evaluations/disclosures so that this information can be provided to
selection committees in the future. Effective implementation of these processes
should provide the City with long-term benefits designed to withstand staff and
electoral turnover.
Evaluators will continue to monitor the City’s procurement activities to provide
technical assistance and feedback to improve the City’s processes.

1

The CPO provided four documents in the form of letters and emails between City personnel and
contractors related to performance issues but these did not meet the standards outlined in
Executive Order MJL 10-05.
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I.

O BJECTIVES , S COPE ,

AND

M ETHODS

T

he Office of Inspector General for the City of New Orleans (OIG) continuously
monitors the City’s procurement activities and provides technical assistance
and feedback to improve the City’s procurement processes. The purpose of this
review was to determine whether the Procurement Office, contract managers in
City departments, and City contractors acted in accordance with policy
requirements related to interim progress reporting, post-contract evaluations,
and post-contract disclosures.
For this review, evaluators:
•
•
•
•

Reviewed professional service solicitations issued by the City;
Interviewed City personnel;
Reviewed City policies and general procurement practices; and
Monitored documents provided to selection committees for professional
service contracts.

The scope of this review covers the period since the 2010 issuance of Executive
Order MJL 10-05, which established the City’s competitive selection procedure
for the procurement and award of professional service contracts. Contracts
awarded to vendors through the traditional bid process were not included as
part of this review because the policy requirements outlined in Executive Order
MJL 10-05 only apply to the selection and award of professional service
contracts.
The information contained in this report meets the standards outlined in
Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General for Inspections,
Evaluations, and Reviews. 2

2

“Quality Standards for Inspections, Evaluations, and Reviews by Offices of Inspector General,”
Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General (Association of Inspectors General,
2004).
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II.

F INDINGS

AND

R ECOMMENDATIONS

The City’s processes for selecting professional service contractors have
undergone significant changes since 2010. The policy changes initiated by the
May 2010 Executive Order MJL 10-05 require selection committees to review
and evaluate proposals and make selections in meetings noticed and open to the
public. In addition, the creation of a Procurement Office led by a Chief
Procurement Officer (CPO) provided additional oversight of and standards for
City solicitations and the evaluation of proposals from third-party contractors.
Executive Order MJL 10-05 requires selection committees to evaluate and rank
proposals submitted by professional service contractors on the basis of preestablished criteria for judging the quality of a proposal before considering cost.
The goal of the selection process is to identify the proposal that provides the
best value to the City. Typically, the City’s requests for proposals (RFPs) and
requests for qualifications (RFQs) include the following qualitative criteria: 3
•
•
•
•

Specialized experience and technical competence;
Performance history that includes competency, responsiveness, cost
control, work quality, and the ability to meet schedules and deadlines;
Maintenance of an office, residence, or domicile in Orleans Parish; and
Willingness to meet the City’s goals related to the Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise (DBE) Program.

Once the selection committee ranks proposals on the basis of these qualitative
criteria, cost is considered. If the selection committee does not select the lowest
cost proposal, it must state its reasons in writing. Contract negotiations with the
selected contractor begin at the conclusion of this process.
However, the selection of a contractor is only the first step. Effective third-party
contracting requires: (1) ongoing monitoring of the contractor’s progress while
work is being performed, and (2) evaluation at the conclusion of the contract to
determine whether services of acceptable quality were provided on time and
within budget. Developing standardized processes to record and retain this

3

These qualitative criteria are weighted on a case-by-case basis.
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information enables future selection committees to identify contractors who
have either exceeded or failed to meet expectations. 4

F INDING 1.

T HE C ITY /CPO DID NOT IMPLEMENT A FORMAL SYSTEM TO DISTRIBUTE ,
COLLECT , AND MONITOR PROGRESS AND EVALUATION FORMS BY
CONTRACT MANAGERS , AS REQUIRED BY E XECUTIVE O RDER MJL 1005.

Executive Order MJL 10-05 requires City contract managers to document their
monitoring and evaluation activities: 5
The User Entity will monitor the progress of all contract work and file
written standardized progress reports with the Procurement Office.
The User Entity will also file a written, standardized evaluation upon
completion of the contract. Such reports, all professional service
contract awards, and other relevant documents will be maintained by
the CPO in a central location and cross-referenced by contactor’s
name, officer, and principals. This information shall be provided to all
Selection Committees should a contractor, officer, or principal be
involved in a future procurement.
The CPO stated that she created a standardized form in August 2013 in response
to the May 2010 executive order. The form was to be used for interim progress
reports and post-contract evaluations and stated that departmental personnel
are required to submit completed forms no later than two weeks after the
completion/expiration of a City contract.6 However, evaluators found that City
contract managers did not file interim progress reports and submit post-contract
evaluations to the Procurement Office. The CPO acknowledged that she did not
4

For additional information about the City’s efforts to incorporate performance standards and
penalties or incentives into professional service solicitations, see Office of Inspector General,
Review of the City’s Procurement Documents, 2013-2014 (New Orleans, LA: Office of Inspector
General, 2015) accessed June 30, 2015,
http://www.nolaoig.org/uploads/File/OIG%20Final%20ReportReview%20of%20City's%20Procurement%20Documents%20150114.pdf
5
These requirements are also outlined in CAO Policy Memorandum 8(R), which was issued in
September 2014: “The User Entity will monitor the progress of the contract work and file reports
with the Purchasing Bureau [Procurement Office] in compliance with MJL 10-05, and such reports
shall be provided to selection committees in future procurements as applicable.”
6
The CPO stated that she developed the form using the City of Tallahassee’s form as a template.
A copy of the form can be found at Appendix A. Although the requirements in Executive Order
MJL 10-05 only apply to professional service contractors, the form provided by the CPO was also
designed for construction contracts.
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have any completed interim progress reports and had only one completed postcontract evaluation form on file when evaluators interviewed her in May 2015. 7
According to the CPO, the form was distributed to most City departments during
in-person meetings and the form did not include any written instructions
because she believed the document was self-explanatory. 8 In addition, the CPO
stated that the same form could be used for interim progress reports, postcontract evaluations, professional services, non-professional services, and
construction. The informal manner in which the form was implemented and the
absence of instructions about how the form should be used was likely a
significant factor in contract managers’ failure to complete and file the form with
the CPO in compliance with the policy requirements outlined in Executive Order
MJL 10-05.
The CPO had also not implemented a comprehensive procedure for documenting
the dissemination and receipt of completed forms. The CPO stated that staffing
shortages in the Procurement Office made it difficult to follow up on missing
interim progress reports and post-contract evaluations. To address this
deficiency, the CPO is working with City officials and Civil Service to create a
contract administrator position in the Procurement Office. A preliminary job
description shows that the contract administrator would be responsible for
oversight functions, including post-contract evaluation.
The lack of documentation on file with the Procurement Office meant that
information about how a contractor performed on previous projects in New
Orleans would only be included in the contractor selection process in an
informal, unplanned manner. Selection committee members likely used a
combination of ad hoc information gathering methods and institutional
knowledge to consider contractors’ past performance even though Executive
Order MJL 10-05 requires the distribution of standardized reports. In contrast,
contractors’ performance history in other cities/municipalities was a formal part
7

The CPO also provided four documents in the form of letters and emails between City
personnel and contractors related to performance issues. The CPO stated that these documents
and the completed evaluation form consisted of “more or less” all of the documents she had on
file related to contractor performance. Since being interviewed by evaluators, the CPO provided
evaluators with 15 additional post-contract evaluation forms submitted to the CPO in June 2015.
8
The form was not distributed to all relevant parties: the OIG had active professional service
contracts from 2013 through 2015, but OIG personnel did not learn of the existence of the form
until evaluators interviewed the CPO in May 2015.
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of the City’s selection process through the use of documented reference checks.
Although these reference checks provided important information, they were not
an acceptable substitute for how a contractor performed during previous
projects in New Orleans.
The informality of the City’s approach increased the likelihood that important
information about contractors’ performance was lost due to the passage of time
and/or staff turnover. As a result, contractors who have previously
underperformed may have been awarded additional contracts, increasing the
risk of future disruptions to City operations.

R ECOMMENDATION 1.

T HE C ITY /CPO

SHOULD DEVELOP A SYSTEMATIC METHOD

OF DISTRIBUTION , COLLECTION , AND MONITORING OF
PROGRESS AND EVALUATION FORMS AND SHOULD DIRECT
CONTRACT MANAGERS IN

C ITY

WRITTEN ,

PROGRESS AND

STANDARDIZED

REPORTS WITH THE

DEPARTMENTS TO FILE
EVALUATION

P ROCUREMENT O FFICE .

The City has a policy in place that requires contract managers to submit interim
progress reports and post-contract evaluations to the CPO so that the
information can be used by future selection committees. However, the City did
not take the appropriate actions to ensure that contract managers complied with
the policy in the five years since Executive Order MJL 10-05 was issued.
The City should remind all contract managers of their responsibility to complete
the reports and develop mechanisms to hold these personnel accountable for
noncompliance. In addition, the City should take steps to incorporate these
reports into the City’s formal procurement processes and templates so that they
are filed appropriately, distributed to selection committees, and required to
initiate contract extensions.
Beyond simply enforcing the existing policy, there are additional issues and
improvements the City should consider as it moves forward:
•

The evaluation form developed by the CPO includes eight qualitative
criteria that are designed to evaluate professional services, construction,
and delivery of supplies along with blank space for the contract manager
to provide additional comments. Although these criteria may capture the
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contract manager’s overall impression of the contractor’s work, the lack
of detailed criteria presents a missed opportunity to collect valuable
information that can be provided to future selection committees.
The evaluation form developed by the City of San Francisco includes 25
qualitative criteria and provides an opportunity to capture additional
information. 9 For example, the City’s form simply asks whether work was
performed on schedule. The San Francisco form asks whether the work
was performed on schedule, whether the contractor requested
extensions due to factors within its control, and whether the work was
performed ahead of schedule. The City should consider improving its
form using this example and forms implemented in other cities.
•

The standardized form developed by the CPO provides an opportunity for
the contractor to respond to the information in the report. This
mechanism is important because it provides contractors an opportunity
to challenge the information in the evaluation and explain how/why they
underperformed. Contractor feedback should be incorporated into the
evaluation form, and the vendor response should be appended to the
information that is provided to future selection committees.

•

Although Executive Order MJL 10-05 only applies to professional service
contractors, the City should establish formal reporting requirements for
non-professional services, such as construction. A documented record of
repeated underperformance by a contractor could provide the City with
additional leverage when enforcing performance-related penalties or
canceling a contract.

Ultimately, the success of these efforts depends on whether the policy
requirements are communicated clearly by senior officials as a citywide priority.

9

This form is attached in Appendix B.
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F INDING 2.

T HE C ITY ’ S PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CONTRACTORS DID NOT
POST - CONTRACT DISCLOSURES TO THE P ROCUREMENT O FFICE .

SUBMIT

The City’s post-contract reporting requirements go beyond the evaluations
described above. Executive Order MJL 10-05 also requires contractors to submit
information to the CPO at the conclusion of the engagement:
All City contractors must also file an after-the-fact disclosure of
appropriate information for comparison by the CPO to the initial
proposal. Such information, including a list of subcontractors used,
shall be part of the information provided to future Selection
Committees involving contractors, principals, or officers who have
received past City contracts.
Despite this requirement, evaluators found that professional service contractors
did not submit post-contract disclosures to the Procurement Office, and the
information was not provided to selection committees. The CPO explained that
some subcontractor information was reported to the Office of Supplier Diversity
to track DBE participation, but she did not have any post-contract disclosures on
file nor was there a standardized form. 10
Executive Order MJL 10-05 requires contractors to submit these post-contract
disclosures, but the policy does not specify exactly what information should be
included in the reports beyond a list of subcontractors. Nevertheless, the City’s
solicitations and contracts did not include the provision so the City did not have
legal authority to require contractor cooperation. The failure to incorporate this
requirement into procurement and contracting processes limited the
Procurement Office’s ability to gather data and identify patterns related to
contractor costs, change orders, and DBE participation, which should be key
functions of the Procurement Office.

10

In a subsequent communication on June 18, the CPO stated that she was revising the postcontract evaluation form described in Finding 1 to include information about DBE participation.
However, she informed evaluators that no progress had been made regarding post-contract
disclosures completed by contractors.
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R ECOMMENDATION 2.

T HE C ITY

SHOULD

DEVELOP

A

STANDARDIZED

POST -

CONTRACT DISCLOSURE AND REVISE ITS SOLICITATION AND
CONTRACT FORMS TO REQUIRE CONTRACTORS TO SUBMIT
THE

RELEVANT

INFORMATION

TO

THE

P ROCUREMENT

O FFICE .
The City has a policy in place that requires contractors to submit post-contract
disclosures so that the CPO can perform comparisons to the original proposal
and provide the information to future selection committees. The City must first
determine and define the “appropriate information” it seeks to compile through
post-contract disclosures submitted by contractors before it can enforce the
policy requirements. At minimum, the disclosures should include actual project
costs, completion date, and proof of subcontractor participation. The
information should be used to develop a standardized form and incorporated
into solicitation/contract templates so that the City can require contractors to
comply. Once these steps are taken, the CPO or her designee can perform the
comparisons envisioned in Executive Order MJL 10-05.
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III.

C ONCLUSION

P

ast performance is often a useful indicator for predicting future results.
Formally incorporating information about a contractor’s performance on
previous City projects into future contractor selections enables the City to
identify contractors who either failed to meet or exceeded expectations. In
addition, the practice gives third-party contractors an incentive to deliver quality
results. However, this is not possible unless the information is formally
documented and incorporated into the City’s procurement and contracting
practices.
Executive Order MJL 10-05 was a step forward in changing how professional
service contractors are awarded contracts. However, the City’s failure to
document information related to contractors’ progress and overall performance
into a formal, standardized process was a missed opportunity to provide longterm benefits designed to withstand staff and electoral turnover.
We recommend that the City enforce its policies and require City personnel and
contractors to file interim progress reports and submit post-contract
evaluations/disclosures so that this information can be provided to selection
committees in the future. Collecting these data in a readily accessible and
searchable data base would make it possible to monitor and analyze
performance and hold both city employees and contractors accountable for
fulfilling all requirements. Making these processes formal and structured will
enable the City to build institutional knowledge and use the data generated to
improve in-house procurement practices. Relying on undocumented and
informal processes is not an effective long-term strategy.
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A PPENDIX A. N EW O RLEANS V ENDOR P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
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O FFICIAL C OMMENTS F ROM

THE

C ITY

OF

N EW O RLEANS

C

ity Ordinance section 2-1120(8)(b) provides that a person or entity who is
the subject of a report shall have 30 days to submit a written explanation or
rebuttal of the findings before the report is finalized, and that such timely
submitted written explanation or rebuttal shall be attached to the finalized
report.
An Internal Review Copy of this report was distributed on July 2, 2015 to the
entities who were the subject of the evaluation in order that they would have an
opportunity to comment on the report prior to the public release of this Final
Report. Comments were received from the City of New Orleans; these comments
are attached to this report.
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